
November 2020 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the November 2020 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We have some excellent bird titles lined up this month, a particular highlight being the European Breeding Bird Atlas 2: Distribution, Abundance and Change that has been
announced by Lynx for December. We now have stock of the second edition of Birding Estonia, published by Eesti Loodusfoto. Two wide-coverage field guides are the 6th
edition of the RSPB Birds of Britain and Europe: The Definitive Photographic Field Guide, published by Dorling Kindersley, and
The National Audubon Society Book of Birds of North America, due April from the Knopf Publishing Group. Those interested in a good read will want to look out for
A World on the Wing: The Global Odyssey of Migratory Birds, due March from W.W. Norton & Co.,
A Most Remarkable Creature: The Hidden Life and Epic Journey of the World’s Smartest Bird of Prey, which is a book on the striated caracara, due April from Bodley
Head, or The Glitter in the Green: In Search of Hummingbirds, due April from Basic Books.

Three noteworthy mammal titles are RSPB Spotlight: Seals, due March from Bloomsbury, the paperback of  Elephants: Birth, Death & Family in the Lives of the Giants, due
April from Harper Collins, and Track and Sign: A Guide to the Field Signs of Mammals and Birds of the UK, due December from The History Press.

For entomologists, we have a big reveal this month. Volume 10 in the British Wildlife Collection, due April from Bloomsbury, is titled Butterflies and will be written Martin
Warren, who was the Chief Executive of Butterfly Conservation until his recent retirement. The Amateur Entomologists' Society has just published the third edition of
A Guide to Moth Traps and Their Use and we will soon be distributing the privately published monograph
Mylothris: A Revision of the Afrotropical Pierid Genus with Descriptions of New Species. Pelagic Publishing will reissue the Naturalists' Handbook
Aphids on Deciduous Trees this month, which has been unavailable for some time. Lastly, Springer will publish Stingless Bees: Their Behaviour, Ecology and Evolution in
December.

For those botanists who missed out the first time around, we now have stock of the reprint of John Poland's
The Field Key to Winter Twigs: A Guide to Native and Planted Deciduous Trees, Shrubs and Woody Climbers (Xylophytes) Found in the British Isles, which includes
corrections. We also received word from the Instituto Multidisciplinario de Biología Vegetal in Argentina that the next volume of the Flora Vascular de la Républica
Argentina, Volume 19(1): Dicotyledoneae: Caryophyllales (p.p), Ericales (p.p.), Gentiamales (p.p.), will be published in November. For mycologists we
have Secretive Slime Moulds: Myxomycetes of Australia, due January from CSIRO, and
In Search of Mycotopia: Citizen Science, Fungi Fanatics, and the Untapped Potential of Mushrooms, due April from Chelsea Green.

On the topic of conservation biology, we have three superb titles lined up. Johns Hopkins University Press has just published the 8th edition of
The Wildlife Techniques Manual, while Pelagic Publishing has announced The Handbook of Acoustic Bat Detection for January. Mary Colwell, who previously wrote
Curlew Moon, is working on Beak, Tooth and Claw: Why Predators are Needed for a Healthy British Countryside, due April from Harper Collins. Those interested in
environmental issues will want to look out for Under a White Sky: The Nature of the Future, due April from Bodley Head, in which Elizabeth Kolbert of Sixth-Extinction fame
will explore the controversial topic of geoengineering. Two paperback rereleases are Our House is on Fire: Scenes of a Family and a Planet in Crisis, due March from
Penguin Books, and The Future We Choose: Surviving the Climate Crisis, due April from Manilla Press.

There are several interesting (environmental) history titles in the pipeline for April. Oxford University Press has announced Vaclav Smil's next book,
Grand Transitions: How the Modern World Was Made. Two paperback rereleases are
Rivers of Power: How a Natural Force Raised Kingdoms, Destroyed Civilizations, and Shapes Our World from Penguin Books and
The Multifarious Mr Banks: From Botany Bay to Kew, The Natural Historian Who Shaped the World from Yale University Press.

Another big announcement is the next New Naturalist, Peak District, which is due April from Harper Collins. Other natural history titles
are Capturing Motion: My Life in High-Speed Nature Photography from Firefly Books and the privately published
Pudding-Pokes, Flittermice and Bishy-Barney-Bees: How Our Ancestors Referred to the Natural World, both of which are in stock now. Elliott & Thompson has just
published the paperback of Wintering: A Season with Geese, while Simon & Schuster will publish the paperback of
On the Marsh: A Year Surrounded by Wildness and Wet in April. A final noteworthy paperback rerelease is Natural: The Seductive Myth of Nature's Goodness, due April
from Profile Books.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, stay safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Insect Pest Management
David R Dent(Author), Richard H Binks(Author)
This new, third edition has been thoroughly updated to include all the key principles,
methodologies, approaches and practical examples of insect pest management in agriculture,
horticulture, medical and veterinary entomology.Insect Pest Management...

408 pages | illustrations, tables | CABI Publishing

Paperback #251786 Nov-2020 9781789241044 £49.99
Hardback #251785 Nov-2020 9781789241051 £125.00

A Guide to Moth Traps and Their Use
Reg Fry(Author), Paul Waring(Author), Jacqueline Ruffle(Editor)
This is the third edition of a handbook which updates the second (2001) edition, many of the
photographs are now in colour.The first sections of this handbook deal briefly with the history of
light traps, the types of light source which have been...

72 pages | 17 colour & b/w photos, 21 b/w illustrations | Amateur
Entomologists' Society

Paperback #251596 2020 9781838024611 £14.99

Freshwater Crayfish
A Global Overview
Tadashi Kawai(Editor), Zen Faulkes(Editor), Gerhard Scholtz(Editor)
For their great commercial importance as a human food delicacy, crayfish are now becoming of
wider interest to molecular biologists, and also to conservationists due to the fact that in some
countries many of the native crayfish species are under...

669 pages | 36 colour photos and colour illustrations; 148 b/w photos,
b/w illustrations, and b/w distribution maps; tables | CRC Press

Paperback #251877 Dec-2020 9780367737948 £42.99
Hardback #216623 2015 9781466586390 £170.00
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Mylothris
A Revision of the Afrotropical Pierid Genus with Descriptions of New Species
Haydon Warren-Gash(Author), Steve Collins(Foreword By)
From the foreword:"In substance this is the first full review of this genus for over three quarters
of a century, the last having been undertaken by Talbot in 1944. Since then our knowledge of
the Afrotropical butterfly fauna has greatly...

215 pages | 50 plates with colour photos; b/w photos, b/w distribution
maps | Haydon Warren-Gash (privately published)

Hardback #251612 Oct-2020 9781527274532 £59.99

Know Your Pollinators
Tim Harris(Author)
Do you know your pollinators?- 40 insect pollinators common to the USA, including bees,
butterflies, flower flies, beetles, moths, wasps, hoverflies, and more, each with its own full-page
spread- Fun and fascinating facts including appearance,...

96 pages | colour photos | Old Pond Publishing

Paperback #251619 2020 9781912158553 £6.99

Catalogue des Coléoptères de France, Supplement 5: Index, Errata, Données Nouvelles
[Catalogue of Coleoptera of France, Supplement 5: Index, Errata, New Data]
Marc Tronquet(Author)
Fifth update to the Catalogue des Coléoptères de France (2014). Includes errata and new data.

20 pages | no illustrations | Association Roussillonnaise d’Entomologie

Paperback #251640 2019 £9.99

Esperiana Memoir, Volume 8: The Lepidoptera fauna of a Crater Valley in the Great
Escarpment of South Africa
The Asante Sana Project
Wolfram Mey(Editor), Martin A Krüger(Editor)
The present book is the first part of a report of a research project on the Lepidoptera fauna of
the private game farm Asante Sana. The farm is situated on the southern margin of the
Sneeuberg Mountain Complex of the Great Escarpment in the Eastern...

550 pages | colour & b/w photos | Hermann H. Hacker - Esperiana

Hardback #251657 2019 9783982035710 £150.00

The Dynastine Scarab Beetles of Ecuador (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae: Dynastinae)
Brett Charles Ratcliffe(Author), Ronald D Cave(Author), Aura Paucar-Cabrera(Author)
The 267 species of dynastine scarab beetles that occur in Ecuador are comprehensively
reviewed. Keys, descriptions, geographic distributions, monthly adult activity, notes on natural
history, illustrations, and distribution maps are provided for all...

586 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
University of Nebraska State Museum

Hardback #251698 2020 £89.99

A Taxonomic Monograph of Some Little Known Cucujoid and Tenebrionoid Beetle
Families of North-East India (Coleoptera: Polyphaga)
Tarun K Pal and Kailash Chandra
The beetle superfamilies Cucujoidea and Tenebrionoidea exceed any other superfamily in
number and the diversity of structure and habitat among them are correspondingly great. Many
of these beetle species have significant bearings on human economy....

298 pages | colour photos, 1 colour map | Zoological Survey of India

Hardback #251727 2019 9788181715319 £74.99

Advances in Invertebrate (Neuro)Endocrinology: A Collection of Reviews in the Post-
Genomic Era, Volume 1
Phyla Other Than Anthropoda
Saber Saleuddin(Editor), Angela B Lange(Editor), Ian Orchard(Editor)
Advances in Invertebrate (Neuro)Endocrinology: A Collection of Reviews in the Post-Genomic
Era, Volume 1 provides an informative series of reviews from expert scientists who are at the
forefront of their research into the endocrinology of...

446 pages | 27 colour & 33 b/w illustrations, 32 tables | Apple Academic
Press

Hardback #251755 2020 9781771888929 £154.00

Advances in Invertebrate (Neuro)Endocrinology: A Collection of Reviews in the Post-
Genomic Era, Volume 2
Arthropoda
Saber Saleuddin(Editor), Angela B Lange(Editor), Ian Orchard(Editor)
Advances in Invertebrate (Neuro)Endocrinology: A Collection of Reviews in the Post-Genomic
Era, Volume 2 provides an informative series of reviews from expert scientists who are at the
forefront of their research into the endocrinology of...

386 pages | 9 colour & 28 b/w illustrations, 11 tables | Apple Academic
Press

Hardback #251756 2020 9781771888936 £154.00

Advances in Invertebrate (Neuro)Endocrinology: A Collection of Reviews in the Post-
Genomic Era (2-Volume Set)
Saber Saleuddin(Editor), Angela B Lange(Editor), Ian Orchard(Editor)
Advances in Invertebrate (Neuro)Endocrinology: A Collection of Reviews in the Post-Genomic
Era provides an informative series of reviews from expert scientists who are at the forefront of
their research into the endocrinology of invertebrates. These...

832 pages | 36 colour & 51 b/w illustrations, 43 tables | Apple Academic
Press

Hardback #251757 2020 9781771888097 £300.00

Terrestrial Hermit Crab Populations in the Maldives
Ecology, Distribution and Anthropogenic Impact
Sebastian Steibl(Author)
Terrestrial hermit crabs are among the most widespread beach-dwelling organisms with key
ecological functions but receive only very limited research attention. Sebastian Steibl
demonstrates how physical parameters shape their overall distribution,...

53 pages | 8 b/w illustrations | SpringerSpektrum (formerly Spektrum
Akademischer Verlag)

Paperback #251768 2020 9783658295400 £64.99

Deep-Sea Pycnogonids and Crustaceans of the Americas
Michel E Hendrickx(Author)
Among the deep-sea marine invertebrates, pycnogonids and crustaceans represent
ecologically important and most diverse groups of species. Yet both are still poorly understood.
Sampling and exploring operations off the west and east coast of the...

799 pages | 103 colour & 49 b/w illustrations, 10 tables | Springer Nature

Hardback #251795 Dec-2020 9783030584092 £119.99

Stingless Bees
Their Behaviour, Ecology and Evolution
Christoph Grüter(Author)
Stingless bees (Meliponini) are the largest and most diverse group of social bees, yet their
largely tropical distribution means that they are less studied than their relatives, the bumble
bees and honey bees. Stingless bees produce honey and collect...

386 pages | 96 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #251796 Dec-2020 9783030600891 £99.99
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Stationery

Habitats & Ecosystems

Natural History

Suomen Leppäkertut [Ladybirds of Finland]
Sami Karjalainen(Author)
Ladybird beetles are favorite insects of nature lovers, as evidenced by the fact that the seven-
spot ladybird is Finland's national insect. However, a non-fiction book on Finnish ladybirds has
never been published before. This book fills that gap...

256 pages | colour photos | Docendo Oy

Hardback #251799 2020 9789522917317 £84.99

Tiger Beetles of Minnesota, Wisconsin & Michigan
A Field Guide to All 21 Species
Mathew Brust(Author), Mike Reese(Illustrator)
Tiger beetles are ferocious, pint-sized predators that are beautifully marked, and some are
extremely colourful. They are fascinating to watch and easy to find. Tiger Beetles of Minnesota,
Wisconsin & Michigan covers all 21 species found in...

112 pages | 180+ colour photos, 21 colour distribution maps | Kollath-
Stensaas Publishing

Paperback #251826 2020 9781936571123 £17.99

Handbook of Zoology: Miscellaneous Invertebrates
Andreas Schmidt-Rhaesa(Editor)
This volume of the Handbook of Zoology summarizes "small" groups of animals across the
animal kingdom. Dicyemida and Orthonectida are enigmatic parasites, formerly united as
"Mesozoa" and their position among the multicellular...

332 pages | 200 colour illustrations | De Gruyter

Hardback #251838 2018 9783110488333 £299.00

Butterflies
Martin Warren(Author)
We are arranging for a limited number of signed copies, order early for a chance to reserve
yoursButterflies have never been more popular. The membership of Butterfly Conservation
alone has now reached over 33,000 people and is growing at around...

368 pages | 300 colour photos and colour illustrations | Bloomsbury
Publishing

Hardback #251842 Apr-2021 9781472975256 £29.99

Sea Cucumbers
Aquaculture, Biology and Ecology
Mohamed Mohsen(Editor), Hongsheng Yang(Editor)
Sea Cucumbers: Aquaculture, Biology and Ecology presents the latest scientific research on
sea cucumbers and their ecological and nutritional benefits. This practical reference helps
professionals and students understand basic biology and farming...

340 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #251852 Mar-2021 9780128243770 £95.95

International Dragonfly Fund Report, Volume 154
Special Edition: Cambodia
Oleg Kosterin, Eddie Smith and International Dragonfly Fund (IDF)
This special edition of International Dragonfly Report focuses on Cambodia and contains the
following four contributions:- First data on Odonata of Prey Long Forest in Cambodian Lowland
/ Oleg Kosterin   1- 28- Odonata of the great...

224 pages | colour photos, tables | Natur in Buch und Kunst

Paperback #251872 2020 £49.99

Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2021 Wall Calendar
London Natural History Museum(Author)
This calendar features images from Wildlife Photographer of the Year, Portfolio 30. As usual,
desk calendar, pocket diary, and desk diary are also available, see "recommend accessories"
for more products.

12 pages | colour & b/w photos | Wildlife Photographer of the Year

Calendar #251732 2020 9781848867345 £10.99

Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2021 Desk Calendar
London Natural History Museum(Author)
This calendar features images from Wildlife Photographer of the Year, Portfolio 30. As usual,
wall calendar, pocket diary, and desk diary are also available, see "recommend accessories"
for more products.

12 pages | colour & b/w photos | Wildlife Photographer of the Year

Calendar #251733 2020 9781848867352 £7.00

Ecological Restoration and Management of Longleaf Pine Forests
L Katherine Kirkman(Editor), Steven B Jack(Editor), Jerry F Franklin(Foreword By)
Ecological Restoration of Longleaf Pine is a timely synthesis of the current understanding of
the natural dynamics and processes in longleaf pine ecosystems. This book beautifully
illustrates how incorporation of basic ecosystem knowledge and an...

427 pages | 82 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 18 tables | Productivity
Press

Paperback #251898 Mar-2021 9780367657734 £42.99
Hardback #235058 2017 9781498748186 £150.00

Wohllebens Waldführer: Tiere und Pflanzen Bestimmen – das Ökosystem Entdecken
[Wohlleben's Forest Guide: Identifying Animals and Plant – Discovering the Ecosystem]
Peter Wohlleben(Author)
In this nature guide, the well-known forester Peter Wohlleben introduces you to more than 250
forest animals and plants in his unconventional way. It illuminates the relationships between
the forest inhabitants and the functions of the forest as well...

256 pages | 297 colour photos | Eugen Ulmer Verlag

Hardback #251636 2020 9783818607043 £29.99

National Trail Guides: North Downs Way
Colin Saunders(Author)
The official guide to this superb National Trail, published in conjunction with Walk Unlimited.
Whether you're an experienced long distance walker or a weekend stroller, this is the only
companion you need. The North Downs Way is the National...

189 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | Aurum Press

Paperback #251601 2016 9781781315002 £14.99
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Animal Sacrifice in the Ancient Greek World
Sarah Hitch(Editor), Ian Rutherford(Editor)
This volume brings together studies on Greek animal sacrifice by foremost experts in Greek
language, literature and material culture. Readers will benefit from the synthesis of new
evidence and approaches with a re-evaluation of twentieth-century...

348 pages | 24 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #251741 2020 9781108820202 £24.99
Hardback #241065 2017 9780521191036 £78.99

Into the Planet
My Life as a Cave Diver
Jill Heinerth(Author)
From one of the world's most renowned cave divers, a firsthand account of exploring the earth's
final frontier: the hidden depths of our oceans and the sunken caves inside our planetMore
people have died exploring underwater caves than...

352 pages | Ecco Press

Paperback #251717 2020 9780062691552 £19.99
Hardback #245805 2019 9780062691545 £29.99

The Multifarious Mr Banks
From Botany Bay to Kew, The Natural Historian Who Shaped the World
Toby Musgrave(Author)
As official botanist on James Cook's first circumnavigation, the longest-serving president of the
Royal Society, advisor to King George III, the "father of Australia", and the man who established
Kew as the world's leading botanical...

392 pages | 24 plates with 48 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations | Yale University Press

Paperback #251885 Apr-2021 9780300259209 £11.99
Hardback #248875 2020 9780300223835 £24.99

Peak District
Penny Anderson(Author)
Lying as it does at the heart of industrial England, this area of intimate wooded dales, steep-
sided gorges and windswept boggy moorland, is perhaps the most welcome of all Britain's
National Parks; certainly, it is the most accessible, for...

496 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | William Collins (Harper
Collins imprint)

Paperback #250502 Apr-2021 9780008257392 £27.99
Hardback #250503 Apr-2021 9780008257378 £52.99

If Rivers Could Sing – A Scottish River Wildlife Journey
A Year in the Life of the River Devon as it flows through the Counties of Perthshire, Kinross-
Shire & Clackmannanshire
Keith Broomfield(Author)
Rivers have captivated wildlife writer Keith Broomfield since childhood: special serene places
where nature abounds, and surprises unfold at every turn. In this personal Scottish river wildlife
journey, he delves deeper into his own local river to...

165 pages | b/w illustrations | Tippermuir Books Limited

Paperback #251549 2020 9781913836009 £9.99

Children's Encyclopedia of Animals
Michael Leach(Author)
Set off on an extraordinary guided tour of the animal kingdom, from the high-flying realm of the
birds to the mysterious twilight world of deep-sea creatures. This comprehensive visual
encyclopedia brings together cutting-edge knowledge and...

128 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Arcturus Publishing Ltd

Hardback #251586 2018 9781784288143 £9.99

Children's Encyclopedia of Rocks and Fossils
Claude Martin(Author)
Discover the fascinating world of geology with this comprehensive encyclopedia.Full of
surprising facts and stunning photographs, this accessible book looks at the rocks that make
up our world-from granite mountains to beautiful marble buildings....

128 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Arcturus Publishing Ltd

Hardback #251594 2019 9781788885362 £9.99

Children's Planet Earth Encyclopedia
Clare Hibbert(Author)
Discover our incredible world and the forces that have shaped it-from volcanoes and
earthquakes, to winds and rain, and the impact of human activity. Filled with surprising facts
and stunning photographs, this book explores the continents, their...

128 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Arcturus Publishing Ltd

Hardback #251597 2019 9781788286077 £9.99

The Story of Life
Evolution is Amazing!
Anne Rooney(Author)
Where did the first cells come from? How did birds first take flight? If we evolved from
monkeys, why do monkeys still exist? 3.8 billion years ago, single celled organisms formed in
scolding hot-water vents in the sea. Now the earth is teaming with...

128 pages | colour illustrations | Arcturus Publishing Ltd

Hardback #251598 2019 9781788885034 £12.99

Amazing Evolution
The Journey of Life
Anna Claybourne(Author), Wesley Robins(Illustrator)
Evolution can be a difficult idea to wrap our brains around: it deals with random, unlikely
events, combined with vast lengths of time too enormous to comprehend. But the evidence is
all around us – in the fossils of long-dead creatures, and in...

80 pages | colour illustrations | The Ivy Press

Hardback #251607 2019 9781782406365 £14.99

The Book of Pebbles
Christopher Stocks and Angie Lewin
The perfect seaside and armchair companion to the pebbles of the British IslesWhy do we pick
up pebbles on the beach? What is it we see in them, and why do we take them home to display
on our shelves? Is it their inherent beauty, their infinite...

116 pages | colour illustrations | Thames & Hudson

Hardback #251610 2020 9780500023754 £9.99

Every Day Nature
How Noticing Nature Can Quietly Change Your Life
Andy Beer(Author)
Celebrate the ordinary wonders of the natural world by noticing something new every day of the
year. From acid-yellow lichen on elder branches in January to the woodland aroma of wild
garlic, spring becomes summer with poppies adorning the roadside...

256 pages | colour illustrations | National Trust

Hardback #251616 2020 9781911657095 £12.99
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The Sea Swallow and the Humpback Whale
Two Incredible Journeys Across the Sky and Sea
Catherine Barr(Author), Gerry Turley(Illustrator)
As the Arctic summer fades, the sea swallow and the humpback whale share the challenge of
an epic voyage. Follow the animals on their perilous adventure, as they face drifting fishing
nets, lurking killer whales, relentless rain and fierce, icy...

32 pages | colour illustrations | Wren & Rook (Hachette Children's Group
imprint)

Paperback #251655 Jul-2021 9781526360823 £6.99
Hardback #251654 Feb-2021 9781526360816 £12.99

What to Look For in Spring
Elizabeth Jenner(Author), Natasha Durley(Illustrator)
Explore the beauty of spring in this new edition of What to Look For in Spring. The natural
world wakes from the long winter's sleep. Buds, blossoms and butterflies appear, marking the
arrival of the season of rebirth. This book takes a closer...

48 pages | colour illustrations | Ladybird Books

Hardback #251658 Jan-2021 9780241416181 £5.99

The Year Without Summer
1816 - One Event, Six Lives, a World Changed
Guinevere Glasfurd(Author)
1815, Sumbawa Island, Indonesia: Mount Tambora explodes in a cataclysmic eruption, killing
thousands. Sent to investigate, ship surgeon Henry Hogg can barely believe his eyes. Once a
paradise, the island is now solid ash, the surrounding sea turned...

416 pages | Two Roads (John Murray imprint)

Hardback #251670 2020 9781473672291 £16.99

Misadventures in Archaeology
The Life and Career of Charles Conrad Abbott
Carolyn D Dillian(Author), Charles A Bello(Author)
A comprehensive portrait of the controversial self-taught archaeologist C. C. Abbott.In the late
nineteenth century, Charles Conrad Abbott, a medical doctor and self-taught archaeologist,
gained notoriety for his theories on early humans. He believed...

288 pages | University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology &
Anthropology

Hardback #251696 2020 9781949057058 £44.99

Pudding-Pokes, Flittermice and Bishy-Barney-Bees
How Our Ancestors Referred to the Natural World
Susan Brewer(Author)
An illustrated dictionary of words used in times gone by to refer to British birds, flowers,
reptiles, fish, insects, mammals and farming terms.This compilation of erstwhile words from the
natural world demonstrates the richness of our language: some...

214 pages | colour photos | Virtual Valley Publications

Paperback #251702 2020 9780993254338 £19.99

Wildlife Wanderings
David Bailey(Author)
In this enchanting book David Bailey's lifelong love for nature is captured superbly with images
and stories of hares suffering bad hair days, ballerina spoonbills, love bite adders, cheesy
goats and members of the royal family –...

144 pages | colour photos | Halsgrove / Westcountry Books

Hardback #251707 2020 9780857043528 £16.99

True to Nature
Open-Air Painting in Europe 1780–1870
Ger Luijten(Editor), Mary Morton(Editor), Jane Munro(Editor)
This lavish catalogue presents sketches made en plein air between the end of the eighteenth
century and late nineteenth century. It accompanies a major exhibition at the National Gallery
of Art, Washington (USA), the Fondation Custodia (France) and...

256 pages | colour illustrations | Paul Holberton Publishing

Hardback #251718 2020 9781911300786 £44.99

Back to Nature
How to Love Life – and Save It
Chris Packham(Author), Megan McCubbin(Author)
One thing has become clear this year – we need nature more than ever. And it needs us
too.From our balconies and gardens to our woodlands, national parks and beyond, Back to
Nature captures the essence of how we feel about the wildlife outside...

304 pages | Two Roads (John Murray imprint)

Hardback #251730 Nov-2020 9781529350395 £16.99

Marram
Memories of Sea and Spider Silk
Leonie Charlton(Author)
Seven years after her mother's death, Leonie Charlton is still gripped by memories of their
fraught relationship. In May 2017, Leonie trekked through the Outer Hebrides in the company
of a friend and their Highland Ponies in search of closure....

256 pages | Sandstone Press Ltd

Hardback #251747 2020 9781913207106 £12.99

Bernie Krause and United Visual Artists: The Great Animal Orchestra
Bernie Krause(Author), Gilles Boeuf(Author), Michel André(Author)
American bioacoustician and musician Bernie Krause has recorded more than 5,000 hours of
natural habitats, including at least 15,000 terrestrial and marine species from all around the
world since the 1970s. Poetic and scientific at the same time,...

104 pages | colour photos | Fondation Cartier pour l'Art Contemporain

Hardback #251754 2019 9782869251502 £16.95

Capturing Motion
My Life in High-Speed Nature Photography
Stephen Dalton(Author)
In this fascinating book Stephen Dalton takes the reader on a journey, recounting how he
started in photography and how he became fascinated with the idea of photographing insects
and birds in flight.When Dalton started to combine his interests in...

192 pages | 80 colour & b/w photos | Firefly Books

Hardback #251790 2020 9780228102724 £21.95

Dinosaur Questions & Answers
London Natural History Museum(Author)
What are dinosaurs? Where did they live? Did they fly? Did they lay eggs, and did any
survive?! Tackle all these questions and more and become a fully fledged dinosaur know-it-all.
Here are 50 crucial questions which reveal everything you could wish...

48 pages | colour illustrations | London Natural History Museum

Paperback #251807 Feb-2021 9780565095154 £6.99
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Reference

Track and Sign
A Guide to the Field Signs of Mammals and Birds of the UK
John Rhyder(Author), Tristan Gooley(Foreword By)
Following years of extensive research from one of the UK's leading wildlife trackers, Track and
Sign explores the world of UK mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians like no other. John
Rhyder has spent many years collecting the information...

256 pages | colour photos | The History Press

Paperback #251813 Dec-2020 9780750996143 £19.99

Wild and Temperate Seas
50 Favourite UK Dives
Will Appleyard(Author), Kirsty Andrews(Contributor), Dan Bolt(Contributor), Jason
Brown(Contributor), Jake Davies(Contributor), Alex Gibson(Contributor), Stuart
Philpott(Contributor), Elaine Whiteford(Contributor)
From highlands to islands, wrecks to reefs and caves, this new-style guide will whet your
appetite for UK diving. These are over 50 dive sites in 15 picturesque locations from England's
most southerly tip to the remote, northerly islands of...

176 pages | colour photos | Dived Up Publications

Paperback #251814 Nov-2020 9781909455344 £23.99

Polar Tales
The Future of Ice, Life, and the Arctic
Melissa Schäfer(Author), Fredrik Granath(Author)
Polar Tales tells the story of an ice world in transformation and a planet nearing its tipping point
the moment when Earth s climate begins to change irreversibly. This book is both a celebration
of the wildlife that inhabits this most unforgiving...

272 pages | colour photos | Rizzoli International Publications

Hardback #251824 2020 9780847868841 £39.95

The Cambridge World History of Violence, Volume 1
The Prehistoric and Ancient Worlds
Garrett G Fagan(Editor), Linda Fibiger(Editor), Mark Hudson(Editor), Matthew Trundle(Editor)
The first in a four-volume set, The Cambridge World History of Violence, Volume 1 provides a
comprehensive examination of violence in prehistory and the ancient world. Covering the
period through to the end of classical antiquity, the chapters take a...

756 pages | 42 b/w illustrations, 1 map, 3 tables | Cambridge University
Press

Hardback #251829 2020 9781107120129 £120.00

Sandscapes
Writing the British Seaside
Jo Carruthers(Editor), Nour Dakkak(Editor)
Sandscapes: Writing the British Seaside reflects on the unique topography of sand,
sandscapes, and the seaside in British culture and beyond. This book brings together creative
and critical writings that explore the ways sand speaks to us of holidays...

227 pages | 12 colour & 11 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Paperback #251832 Nov-2020 9783030447793 £14.99

The Fossil Woman
A Life of Mary Anning
Tom Sharpe(Author)
Described as 'the greatest fossilist the world ever knew', a fully illustrated biography of Mary
Anning is long overdue. Drawing on recent research into her life and times, yet always aware of
her character and personality, Tom Sharpe has...

272 pages | 34 plates with 82 colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations
| Dovecote Press

Hardback #251859 2020 9780995546295 £19.99

Science Research Writing
For Native and Non-Native Speakers of English
Hilary Glasman-Deal(Author)
This book enables STEMM researchers to write effective papers for publication as well as other
research-related texts such as a doctoral thesis, technical report, or conference
abstract.Science Research Writing uses a reverse-engineering approach to...

300 pages | illustrations | World Scientific Publishing

Paperback #251844 Nov-2020 9781786347848 £19.99
Hardback #251845 Nov-2020 9781786347831 £59.99

Southwood's Ecological Methods
Peter A Henderson(Author)
Ecological Methods by the late T.R. E. Southwood and revised over the years by P. A.
Henderson has developed into a classic reference work for the field biologist. It provides a
handbook of ecological methods and analytical techniques pertinent to...

464 pages | 176 colour illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #251888 Apr-2021 9780198862284 £44.99
Paperback #225983 2016 9781118895283 £54.50
Hardback #251889 Apr-2021 9780198862277 £89.99

Fire in the Sky
Cosmic Collisions, Killer Asteroids, and the Race to Defend Earth
Gordon L Dillow(Author)
Combining history, pop science, and in-depth reporting, a fascinating account of asteroids that
hit Earth long ago, and those streaming toward us now, as well as how we are preparing
against asteroid-caused catastrophe.One of these days, warns Gordon...

277 pages | 8 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations | Scribner

Paperback #251825 2020 9781501187759 £10.99
Hardback #246527 2019 9781501187742 £18.99

Galaxies
Inside the Universe's Star Cities
David J Eicher(Author), Irene Laschi(Illustrator), Jay Gallagher(Foreword By)
Have you ever wanted to explore the Milky Way? Are you curious about how black holes form
(and what really happens if you get stuck in one)? Do you want to learn how to read the night
sky from your back garden?Tour the most dazzling, fascinating, and...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Wildfire

Hardback #251675 2020 9781472273444 £24.99

How the World Looks to a Bee
And Other Moments of Science
Don Glass(Editor)
What can you learn about your world in just a moment? Have you ever wondered why the sky
is blue? Or whether dogs can read our facial expressions? Don Glass and experts in their
fields answer these questions and many more. Written for readers of all...

248 pages | Indiana University Press

Paperback #251723 2020 9780253046260 £11.99
Hardback #251722 2020 9780253046253 £49.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Women and the Art and Science of Collecting in Eighteenth-Century Europe
Arlene Leis(Editor), Kacie L Wills(Editor)
Through both longer essays and shorter case studies, this book examines the relationship of
European women from various countries and backgrounds to collecting, in order to explore the
social practices and material and visual cultures of collecting...

212 pages | 12 colour & 25 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Hardback #251731 2020 9780367856663 £120.00

Neutron Stars
The Quest to Understand the Zombies of the Cosmos
Katia Moskvitch
Neutron stars are as bewildering as they are elusive. The remnants of exploded stellar giants,
they are tiny, merely twenty kilometers across, and incredibly dense. One teaspoon of a
neutron star would weigh several million tons. They can spin up to...

304 pages | 15 colour & 11 b/w photos | Harvard University Press

Hardback #251798 2020 9780674919358 £23.95

Chondrules
Records of Protoplanetary Disk Processes
Sara S Russell(Editor), Harold C Connolly, Jr.(Editor), Alexander N Krot(Editor)
Chondrules are spherical silicate grains which formed from protoplanetary disk material, and
as such provide an important record of the conditions of the Solar System in pre-planetary
times. Chondrules are a major constituent in chondritic...

439 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour illustrations;
120 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, tables | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #251828 2018 9781108418010 £120.00

Meteorite Mineralogy
Alan Rubin(Author), Chi Ma(Author)
Meteorites are fascinating cosmic visitors. Using accessible language, Meteorite Mineralogy
documents the history of mineralogy and meteorite research, summarizes the mineralogical
characteristics of the myriad varieties of meteorites, and explains...

320 pages | 149 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #251830 Feb-2021 9781108484527 £94.99

Power Analysis
An Introduction for the Life Sciences
Graeme D Ruxton(Author), Nick Colegrave(Author)
Written primarily for mid-to-upper level undergraduates, this compelling introduction to power
analysis in a biological context offers a clear, conceptual understanding of the factors that
influence statistical power, and emphasises the importance of...

176 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #251873 Nov-2020 9780198846635 £19.99

Statistical Methods for Field and Laboratory Studies in Behavioral Ecology
Scott Pardo(Author), Michael Pardo(Author)
Statistical Methods for Field and Laboratory Studies in Behavioral Ecology focuses on how
statistical methods may be used to make sense of behavioural ecology and other data. It
presents fundamental concepts in statistical inference and intermediate...

318 pages | CRC Press

Hardback #251874 2018 9781138743366 £84.99

Conserving Migratory Pollinators and Nectar Corridors in Western North America
Gary Paul Nabhan(Editor)
Paperback reprint of a 2004 publication.When migrating birds and other creatures move along
a path of plant communities in bloom, they follow what has come to be known as a nectar trail.
Should any of these plants be eliminated from the sequence...

206 pages | 17 illustrations | University of Arizona Press

Paperback #251891 2020 9780816542420 £32.50
Hardback #146122 2004 9780816522545 £48.50

The Wildlife Techniques Manual (2-Volume Set)
Nova J Silvy(Editor)
Since its original publication in 1960, The Wildlife Techniques Manual has remained the
cornerstone text for the professional wildlife biologist. Now fully revised and updated, this
eighth edition promises to be the most comprehensive resource on...

1408 pages | 260 b/w photos, 165 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins
University Press

Hardback #251599 2020 9781421436692 £129.50

Reproductive Sciences in Animal Conservation
Pierre Comizzoli(Editor), Janine L Brown(Editor), William V Holt(Editor), Tom
Lovejoy(Foreword By)
This second edition emphasizes the environmental impact on reproduction, with updated
chapters throughout as well as complete new chapters on species such as sharks and rays.
This is a wide-ranging book that will be of relevance to anyone involved in...

558 pages | 46 colour & 12 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #251797 2020 9783030236359 £119.99
Hardback #247653 2019 9783030236328 £179.99

Wildlife Habitat Conservation
Concepts, Challenges, and Solutions
Michael L Morrison(Editor), Heather A Mathewson(Editor)
"Habitat" is probably the most common term in ecological research. Elementary school
students are introduced to the term, college students study the concept in depth, hunters make
their plans based on it, nature explorers chat about the...

185 pages | 1 b/w photo, 11 b/w illustrations, tables | Johns Hopkins
University Press

Paperback #251851 Mar-2021 9781421439914 £36.99
Hardback #222096 2015 9781421416106 £55.50

Conserving Europe's Wildlife
Law and Policy of the Natura 2000 Network of Protected Areas
Andrew LR Jackson(Author)
The Natura 2000 network of protected areas is the centrepiece of European Union nature
policy, currently covering almost one-fifth of the EU's entire land territory plus large marine
areas. This vast EU-wide network, which aims to conserve...

312 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Earthscan

Paperback #251652 2020 9780367508548 £36.99
Hardback #245535 2018 9781138203655 £120.00

On the Marsh
A Year Surrounded by Wildness and Wet
Simon Barnes(Author)
Read our interview with Simon BarnesWhen writer Simon Barnes heard a Cetti's warbler sing
out as he turned up to look at a house for sale, he knew immediately that he had found his new
home. The fact that his garden backed onto an area of marshy...

339 pages | 15 b/w illustrations | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #249836 Apr-2021 9781471168512 £8.99
Hardback #245913 2019 9781471168499 £16.99
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Ornithology

Eye to an Endangered World
From Polar Seas to the Wilds of Tropical Asia
Gerald Cubitt(Author)
Eye to an Endangered World is a collection of Gerald's best wildlife and scenic images from
polar regions to the wilds of Southeast Asia. The world is changing so fast and it is vital to
emphasize the hazards of global warming and ever-increasing...

212 pages | colour photos | Unicorn Publishing Group

Hardback #250896 2021 9781913491154 £24.99

Beak, Tooth and Claw
Why Predators are Needed for a Healthy British Countryside
Mary Colwell(Author)
Foxes, buzzards, crows, badgers, weasels, seals, gulls, kites – Britain and Ireland's predators
are impressive and diverse and they capture our collective imagination. But many consider
them to our competition, even our enemies.The problem...

320 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Hardback #251026 Apr-2021 9780008354763 £16.99

Florida Scrub-Jay
Field Notes on a Vanishing Bird
Mark Jerome Walters(Author)
The only bird species that lives exclusively in Florida, the Florida Scrub-Jay was once common
across the peninsula. But as development over the last 100 years reduced the habitat on which
the bird depends from 39 counties to three, the species...

176 pages | University Press of Florida

Hardback #251401 Mar-2021 9780813066721 £26.95

Power in Conservation
Environmental Anthropology Beyond Political Ecology
Carol Carpenter
This book examines theories and ethnographies related to the anthropology of power in
conservation.Conservation thought and practice is power laden – conservation thought is
powerfully shaped by the history of ideas of nature and its relation...

230 pages | Earthscan

Paperback #251633 2020 9780367342500 £34.99
Hardback #251634 2020 9780367342517 £120.00

Scenic Science of the National Parks
An Explorer's Guide to Wildlife, Geology, and Botany
Emily Hoff(Author), Maygen Keller(Author)
The national parks of the USA are some of the most beloved, visited, and biodiverse places on
Earth. They're also scientific playgrounds where you can learn about plants, animals, and our
planet's coolest geological features firsthand. Scenic...

352 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | Ten Speed Press

Paperback #251669 1970 9781984856302 £18.99

Threatened Taxa of Telangana State
Chelmala Srinivasulu(Author)
The Threatened Taxa of Telangana State assessment is a review of the conservation status of
the flora and fauna of Telangana State, India. This report summarises results of the Threatened
Taxa of Telangana State assessment (TTOTS) workshops for...

212 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | Telangana State
Biodiversity Board

Paperback #251719 2017 9789352679171 £74.99

Reconciling Human Needs and Conserving Biodiversity: Large Landscapes as a New
Conservation Paradigm
The Lake Tumba, Democratic Republic of Congo
Bila-Isia Inogwabini(Author)
Protected areas have often been defined as the backbones of biodiversity conservation.
However, legitimate demands formulated by countries for their economic development, growing
human populations, forest fragmentations, and needs of local...

382 pages | 5 colour & 7 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #251753 2020 9783030387273 £129.99

Saving India's wilderness
Challenges and Solutions
Asad R Rahmani(Editor), Kedar G Gore(Editor)
To commemorate the completion of its 25 years, The Corbett Foundation (TCF), one of the
leading conservation organisations, has published the coffee-table book Saving India's
Wilderness: Challenges and Solutions.This book is a compendium of 25...

240 pages | 185 colour photos, 1 map | The Corbett Foundation

Hardback #251792 2020 9789354071775 £54.99

How to Hold Animals
The Calming Art of Connecting with Creatures Big and Small
Toshimitsu Matsuhashi(Author), Angus Turvill(Translated by)
In this charming and unique book, Japanese animal photographer and former zookeeper
Toshimitsu Matsuhashi describes the best practices for picking up animals of all shapes and
sizes, from Japanese rhinoceros beetles, butterflies and tarantulas, to...

128 pages | colour photos | Quercus Publishing

Hardback #251800 2020 9781529404531 £12.99

Bird versus Bulldozer
A Quarter-Century Conservation Battle in a Biodiversity Hotspot
Audrey L Mayer(Author)
The story of the threatened coastal California gnatcatcher is a parable for understanding the
larger ongoing struggle to conserve biodiversity in regions confronted with intensifying urban
development. Because this gnatcatcher depends on vanishing...

312 pages | 9 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #251881 Mar-2021 9780300247909 £24.99

RSPB Birds of Britain and Europe
The Definitive Photographic Field Guide
Rob Hume(Author)
This compact field guide features the highest quality photographs, capturing the beauty of
more than 500 bird species and making bird identification effortless. Each bird's entry includes
clear images at rest and in flight and pictures the male,...

480 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps,
includes audio CD | Dorling Kindersley

Flexibound #251862 Nov-2020 9780241414538 £16.99
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The Bedside Book of Birds
An Avian Miscellany
Graeme Gibson(Author)
Originally published in 2005, now reissued in hardback.In this stunning assemblage of words
and images, novelist and avid birdwatcher Graeme Gibson has crafted an extraordinary tribute
to the venerable relationship between humans and birds.Birds have...

384 pages | colour & b/w photos, illustrations | Nan A. Talese

Hardback #251402 Mar-2021 9780385547130 £38.99

Vultures
Their Evolution, Ecology and Conservation
Michael O'Neal Campbell(Author)
Vultures: Their Evolution, Ecology and Conservation reexamines current knowledge on the
evolution, ecology, and conservation biology of both New World vultures (Cathartidae) and Old
World vultures (Accipitridae) and seeks answers to past and present...

364 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, colour distribution maps | Apple
Academic Press

Paperback #251833 Dec-2020 9780367738105 £42.99
Hardback #214803 2015 9781482223613 £120.00

Golden-Winged Warbler Ecology, Conservation, and Habitat Management
Henry M Streby(Editor), David E Andersen(Editor), David A Buehler(Editor)
The Golden-winged Warbler is a migratory songbird that breeds in the temperate upper
midwestern US (Wisconsin & Minnesota) and Canada (Manitoba) and winters in Central and
northern South America. Its small breeding range has been shrinking due to...

238 pages | 12 colour & 66 b/w photos and illustrations, tables | Apple
Academic Press

Paperback #251894 Mar-2021 9780367658335 £42.99
Hardback #217140 2016 9781482240689 £130.00

Ecology and Conservation of Lesser Prairie-Chickens
David A Haukos(Editor), Clint W Boal(Editor)
In Ecology and Conservation of Lesser Prairie-Chickens expert wildlife biologists, conservation
biologists, and ornithologists cover the life history, genetics, ecology, and management
strategies for lesser prairie-chickens. The volume also provides...

346 pages | 1 colour photo, colour & b/w illustrations, tables | Apple
Academic Press

Paperback #251897 Mar-2021 9780367658601 £42.99
Hardback #217141 2016 9781482240221 £150.00

The Population Ecology and Conservation of Charadrius Plovers
Mark A Colwell(Editor), Susan M Haig(Editor)
More than 30 species of plover (genus Charadrius) have provided key insights shaping theory
across a wide range of ecological sub-discipline. Many of these species are also threatened
because they live where human population is greatest. The editors...

330 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | CRC Press

Paperback #251876 Dec-2020 9780367729974 £42.99
Hardback #241589 2019 9781498755825 £150.00

Birding Estonia
Uku Paal(Author), Margus Ots(Author)
The first comprehensive guide to birdwatching in Estonia is now revised and updated. The
book provides information on the best birding sites across Estonia and the best times to visit,
as well as including advice for finding northern and eastern...

176 pages | colour photos, 68 colour maps | Eesti Loodusfoto

Paperback #251618 2020 9789949460311 £21.99

Wintering
A Season with Geese
Stephen Rutt(Author)
In the autumn of 2018 Stephen Rutt and his partner moved to a house near the Solway Firth in
Dumfries. As they settled into their new home thousands of pink-footed geese were arriving on
the Firth from the Arctic Circle to make it their winter home....

199 pages | no illustrations | Elliott & Thompson

Paperback #251620 2020 9781783965052 £9.99
Hardback #247433 2019 9781783964543 £12.99

Flight Lines
Across the Globe on a Journey with the Astonishing Ultramarathon Birds
Andrew Darby(Author)
Andrew Darby follows the extraordinary migratory shorebirds from Australia's southern ocean
to the Arctic and back. On these travels he explores the power of science to reveal the
mysteries of these birds, and to heal both their endangered world...

336 pages | Allen & Unwin

Paperback #249988 Apr-2021 9781760296551 £14.99
Hardback #250166 Nov-2020 9781643135762 £26.99

A World on the Wing
The Global Odyssey of Migratory Birds
Scott Weidensaul(Author)
In the past two decades, our understanding of the navigational and physiological feats that
enable birds to cross immense oceans, fly above the highest mountains, or remain in unbroken
flight for months at a stretch has exploded. Certain species,...

432 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #250817 Mar-2021 9780393608908 £33.50

The National Audubon Society Book of Birds of North America
National Audubon Society (NAS)(Author)
From the most trusted name in birding – beloved by millions, backyard enthusiast and expert
alike – comes a completely new and definitive guide to the birds of North America: the most
comprehensive, authoritative, and up-to-date work of...

912 pages | <5000 colour photos | Knopf Publishing Group

Hardback #250998 Apr-2021 9780525655671 £48.99

The Glitter in the Green
In Search of Hummingbirds
Jon Dunn(Author)
An acclaimed natural history writer follows the trail of the remarkable
hummingbirdHummingbirds are a glittering, sparkling collective of over three hundred wildly
variable species. For centuries, they have been revered by indigenous Americans,...

352 pages | Basic Books

Hardback #251400 Apr-2021 9781541618190 £29.99

A Bird A Day
Dominic Couzens(Author)
The beauty and fascination of birds is unrivalled. Every day of the year, immerse yourself in
their world with an entry from A Bird A Day, where Dominic Couzens offers an insight into
everything from the humble Robin to Emperor Penguins, who are in...

368 pages | colour photos and colour illustrations | B T Batsford

Hardback #251626 2020 9781849945868 £19.99

Birds of Pokhara Valley
Hathan Chaudhary(Author), Hemanta Dhakal(Author), Manshanta Ghimire(Author)
This book describes the bird fauna of Pokhara Valley in western Nepal. It provides, amongst
others, birdwatching hotspots, conservation threats, and a checklist.

140 pages | colour photos | Pokhara Bird Society

Paperback #251713 2019 9789937061582 £44.99
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Botany

Adventures of an Amateur Naturalist in Mexico
The Imperial Ivory-Billed Woodpecker, Revisited
George B Winton(Author), Todd Bruce(Introduction By)
Buried deep within the archives of the Smithsonian Institution, a never-before-seen document
was discovered by a team of film producers conducting research. This eight-page manuscript
details the account of amateur naturalist and journalist George B....

28 pages | Black Swift Press

Paperback #251751 2019 9780991450398 £14.99

In Achilles' Footsteps
Adventures with the Indian Eagle-Owl
Eric M Ramanujam(Author)
A resident of rocky hills, woody ravines, steep slopes and thorny semi-deserts, the Indian
Eagle-Owl makes for a difcult research subject. But that has never deterred Eric Ramanujam
from staying in pursuit of the bird species, tackling difcult...

165 pages | b/w illustrations | Bombay Natural History Society

Paperback #251763 2018 9789384678050 £44.99

A Most Remarkable Creature
The Hidden Life and Epic Journey of the World’s Smartest Bird of Prey
Jonathan Meiburg(Author)
In 1833, a young Charles Darwin was astonished by a strange animal he met in the Falkland
Islands: a set of handsome, social, and oddly crow-like falcons that were "tame and inquisitive",
"quarrelsome and passionate", and so...

400 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Bodley Head

Hardback #251788 Apr-2021 9781847923561 £19.99

Shearwater
A Bird, an Ocean, and a Long Way Home
Roger Morgan-Grenville(Author)
Ten weeks into its life, a Manx shearwater chick will emerge from its burrow and fly 8,000 miles
from the west coast of the British Isles to the South Atlantic. It will be unlikely to touch land
again for four years.Part memoir, part homage to...

304 pages | Icon Books

Hardback #251822 Apr-2021 9781785787201 £16.99

Australian Lorikeets
Experiences in the Field and Aviary
Stan Sindel(Author), James Gill(Author)
This book shows all members of the bird family Loriinae in pictures, including photos of birds in
their native habitat. The sections on captive care cover suitability, housing, nest boxes,
sprinkler systems, rodent proofing and the necessary...

217 pages | colour photos | Australian Birdkeeper / Reptile Publications

Hardback #251906 2007 9780958772785 £66.99

Plants of the Western Forest: Alberta, Saskatchewan & Manitoba Boreal and Aspen
Parkland
Derek Johnson(Author), Linda J Kershaw(Author), Andy MacKinnon(Author)
This beautifully illustrated, easy-to-use field guide provides detailed information about more
than 620 species of trees, shrubs, wildflowers, grasses, ferns, mosses and lichens found in the
boreal and aspen parkland regions of Alberta, Saskatchewan...

392 pages | 800+ colour photos, <900 b/w line drawings | Lone Pine
Publishing

Paperback #251760 2020 9781772130577 £23.99

Aphids on Deciduous Trees
Tony Dixon(Author), Thomas Thieme(Author)
This is a digital reprint (without updates) of ISBN 9780855463144 (2007).This volume in the
Naturalists' Handbooks series deals with the identification, biology, and ecology of these
herbivorous insects. Many line drawings, keys and photos of the...

138 pages | 16 plates with colour illustrations; 35 b/w line drawings |
Pelagic Publishing

Paperback #251882 Nov-2020 9781784272104 £21.99

Flora Argentina, Volume 19(1) [Spanish]
Dicotyledoneae: Caryophyllales (p.p), Ericales (p.p.), Gentiamales (p.p.)
Fernando Omar Zuloaga(Editor), Manuel Joaquín Belgrano(Editor)
Volume 19, part 1 includes 21 families: Achatocarpaceae, Aizoaceae, Amaranthaceae,
Balsaminaceae, Basellaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Clethraceae, Droseraceae, Ebenaceae,
Ericaceae, Frankeniaceae, Halophytaceae, Loganiaceae, Microteaceae, Molluginaceae,...

378 pages | b/w line drawings | Instituto Multidisciplinario de Biología
Vegetal (CONICET-UNC)

Hardback #202467 Nov-2020 £425.00

Around the World in 80 Plants
Jonathan Drori(Author), Lucille Clerc(Illustrator)
In this stunning new book, bestselling author and environmentalist Jonathan Drori turns his
attention to the fascinating stories of eighty of the world's most remarkable plants. On a journey
that covers seven continents and more than fifty-five...

216 pages | colour illustrations | Laurence King

Hardback #251108 Apr-2021 9781786272300 £19.99

The Field Key to Winter Twigs
A Guide to Native and Planted Deciduous Trees, Shrubs and Woody Climbers (Xylophytes)
Found in the British Isles
John Poland(Author), Robin Walls(Illustrator), Philip Tomkinson(Illustrator), Kevin
Widdowson(Illustrator)
The Field Key to Winter Twigs offers a striking new approach to the identification of over 400
trees, shrubs and woody climbers to be found wild or planted in the British Isles. It allows any
diligent enthusiast to reliably name a woody plant,...

256 pages | 38 plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations | John Poland
(privately published)

Paperback #251627 2020 9780956014436 £19.99

For the Love of Trees
A Celebration of People and Trees
Vicky Allan(Author), Anna Deacon(Author)
Beech, birch, ash, sycamore, oak.Maple, mango, hawthorn, cherry.Scots pine and Japanese
cedar . . .The company of trees is different from that of any other living thing.This is a story of
the humans who love trees.From tree sitters to nature lawyers,...

256 pages | colour photos | Black and White Publishing

Hardback #251605 2020 9781785303098 £19.99
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Handbuch der Baumstatik und Baumkontrolle [Manual of Tree Statics and Tree
Inspection]
Lothar Wessolly(Author), Martin Erb(Author)
This book enables everyone, who is responsible for tree protection, to come to a sufficient
professional expertise. It is based on long term studies and assessments by the authors. This
book helps to assess static circumstances via Static Integrated...

287 pages | colour illustrations, colour tables | Patzer Verlag

Hardback #251613 2014 9783876171289 £165.00

Les Mousses, les Lichens et les Fougères: Ces Méconnus Essentiels à la Forêt
[Mosses, Lichens and Ferns: Essential Plants in the Forest]
Franck Massé(Author)
Mosses, lichens and ferns are unknown although ubiquitous in the forests of France. This
photo-rich guide describes their characteristics and their extraordinary diversity, before
presenting their ecological function. It also provides management...

92 pages | colour photos | Institute pour le Developpment Forestier

Paperback #251624 1970 9782916525617 £27.99

Flowers That Thrive in London Gardens and Smoky Towns
A Victorian Botanical Handbook
Mary Eliza Haweis(Author)
First published in 1886 by The Leadenhall Press – priced at one shilling – Flowers That Thrive
in London Gardens & Smoky Towns is a charming botanical book which offers a window onto
late Victorian urban life. This is a pocket-size...

144 pages | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #251662 Feb-2021 9780565095178 £7.99

Flora of Japan, General Index
Kunio Iwatsuki(Editor), David E Boufford(Editor), Hideaki Ohba(Editor)
This comprehensive index to all 8 books and 4 volumes contains a scientific name index with
32,000 entries and a Japanese name index contains 12,000 entries. This volumes completes
the series as there were no indexes at the back of individual...

240 pages | Kodansha

Hardback #251725 2020 9784065214343 £199.00

Spring Flowers of Darjeeling and Sikkim Himalayas
(With a Few Additions of Cryptogams)
Debabrata Maity(Author), Jayanta Ghosh(Author), Mrinmoy Midday(Author)
Spring Flowers of Darjeeling and Sikkim Himalayas illustrates an account of 428 species of
plants. This plant atlas of the Himalayan hotspot encompasses 369 species of angiosperms
belonging to 294 genera and 86 families, whereas 14 species of...

295 pages | colour photos | Citadel, Kolkata

Hardback #251737 2019 9789381493694 £64.99

Sedges of Goa
RT Patil(Author), VP Prasad(Author)
Sedges of Goa contains an up-to-date taxonomic account of family Cyperaceae in Goa.
Taxonomy of 111 taxa comprising 100 species, three subspecies and eight varieties belonging
to 16 genera has been discussed. In addition to the taxonomy, achene...

266 pages | colour photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #251742 2020 9788121109956 £84.99

Life & Love of the Forest
Lewis Blackwell(Author)
Showcasing the work of the world’s leading nature photographers, The Life & Love of the
Forest is a breathtaking visual tour of our most remarkable woodlands. Author Lewis Blackwell
takes us on an extraordinary journey with essays and deep...

216 pages | 100 colour photos | Abrams

Hardback #251749 2020 9781419750564 £34.99

Plants of the Western Forest: Alaska to Minnesota Boreal and Aspen Parkland
Derek Johnson(Author), Linda J Kershaw(Author), Andy MacKinnon(Author)
This beautifully illustrated, easy-to-use field guide provides detailed information about more
than 620 species of trees, shrubs, wildflowers, grasses, ferns, mosses and lichens found in the
boreal and aspen parkland regions extending from Alaska to...

392 pages | 800+ colour photos, <900 b/w line drawings | Lone Pine
Publishing

Paperback #251767 2020 9781772130591 £23.99

Polypodium Cultivars and Species
Martin Rickard(Author)
This is a comprehensive study of the fern genus Polypodium. The author gives well-written
descriptions of each species and cultivar worldwide, illustrated with excellent photographs. All
known species, hybrids and cultivars of Polypodium worldwide...

320 pages | 400+ illustrations | British Pteridological Society

Paperback #251771 2019 £36.99

Orchid Species from Himalaya and Southeast Asia, Volume 1 (A-E)
Eng Soon Teoh(Author)
Volume 1 is the first of a 3-volume series that will showcase over 900 orchid species plus
varieties in 117 genera found in the Himalayas and Southeast Asia.Volume 1 is a presentation
of 491 popular orchid species with 13 varieties and 3 natural...

584 pages | 745 colour photos, 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #251794 Dec-2020 9783030588717 £159.99

Forest Trees of South India
SG Neginhal(Author)
This book describes the forest trees of the Western and Eastern Ghats including the Deccan
Plateau found growing in the states of Goa, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Puducherry,
Andhra Pradesh and neighbouring states like Maharashtra. The Western...

491 pages | 44 plates with 247 colour photos; 193 b/w line drawings, b/w
maps | Notion Press

Paperback #251846 2020 9781647606367 £39.99

The Vascular Flora of the Bosco della Mesola Nature Reserve (Northern Italy)
Alessandro Alessandrini(Author), Giampaolo Balboni(Author), Lisa Brancaleoni(Author),
Renato Gerdol(Author), Giovanni Nobili(Author), Mauro Pellizzari(Author), Filippo
Piccoli(Author), Michele Ravaglioli(Author)
The Bosco della Mesola represents one of the few remnants of coastal woodlands in Italy. A
nature reserve was established in this area in 1977. No detailed checklists of the vascular flora
of the nature reserve have been compiled since then. So,...

100 pages | 52 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #251847 Jan-2021 9783030634117 £99.99

Plants of Subtropical Eastern Australia
Andrew Benwell(Author)
Plants of Subtropical Eastern Australia describes the rich flora of this biogeographically distinct
region located on the east coast of Australia, covering the north coast of New South Wales and
coastal South-East Queensland. Plants of Subtropical...

400 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | CSIRO

Paperback #251892 Nov-2020 9781486313655 £38.95
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Mammals

Reptiles & Amphibians

Elephants
Birth, Death & Family in the Lives of the Giants
Hannah Mumby(Author)
Elephants are as unique as people. They can be clever and curious or headstrong and
impulsive, shy or sociable. Learn to know them as individuals as well as a species in this
evocative account of years spent studying elephant behaviour in the...

311 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | William Collins (Harper Collins
imprint)

Paperback #250586 Apr-2021 9780008331719 £9.99
Hardback #248301 2020 9780008331672 £19.99

RSPB Spotlight: Seals
Frances Dipper(Author)
RSPB Spotlight: Seals is packed with eye-catching, informative color photos and features
succinct, detailed text written by a knowledgeable naturalist.Spotlight Seals explores the
intricate lives of the UK's native Grey and Common Seals and their...

128 pages | colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #250545 Mar-2021 9781472971623 £12.99

The Goat
A Natural History
Sue Weaver(Author)
The Goat: A Natural History offers a complete overview of this captivating creature, from the
goatish Greek god Pan, to their cognitive capacity and typical milk yields.It is no secret that
goats are highly intelligent. They are also curious, gentle,...

224 pages | colour photos | The Ivy Press

Hardback #251623 Mar-2021 9781782407522 £19.99

The Lochsa Elk Herd
History and Future
James M Peek(Author), Thomas A Leege(Author), Michael W Schlegel(Author)
Northern hemisphere ungulates occupy a variety of habitats of varying degrees of permanency.
Populations that occupy drier areas must contend with different moisture patterns between
years, but vegetation is relatively permanent, pending large-scale...

196 pages | Cambridge Scholars Publishing

Hardback #251734 2020 9781527546905 £78.99

The Colonial Kangaroo Hunt
Ken Gelder(Author), Rachael Weaver(Author)
From the arrival of Captain James Cook in 1770 to classic children's tale Dot and the
Kangaroo, Ken Gelder and Rachael Weaver examine hunting narratives in novels, visual art
and memoirs to discover how the kangaroo became a favourite quarry, a...

229 pages | Miegunyah Press

Paperback #251764 2020 9780522875850 £26.95

Population Dynamics and Conservation of Red Deer
Emerging Research and Opportunities
Junaid Ahmad Malik(Editor)
Red deer are an important part of their ecosystem, able to regulate and preserve its health. In
turn, they rely on their environment to enable their survival. This makes them an excellent
proxy for studying the effect of anthropogenic activity that...

200 pages | IGI Global

Paperback #251805 2020 9781799828129 £128.00

Lion
Mark Adlington(Illustrator)
Lion follows internationally collected artist Mark Adlington's three-year mission to find lions in
six very different habitats across East and Southern Africa. The resulting body of stunning
paintings, drawings and sketchbooks represent the...

160 pages | 150 colour illustrations | Unicorn Publishing Group

Hardback #251808 Dec-2020 9781913491079 £29.99

Tuco-Tucos
An Evolutionary Approach to the Diversity of a Neotropical Subterranean Rodent
Thales Renato Ochotorena de Freitas(Editor), Gislene Lopes Gonçalves(Editor), Renan
Maestri(Editor)
This book examines the biology of tuco-tucos (subterranean rodents of the genus Ctenomys
found in the neotropics) from an evolutionary perspective. Historically, these rodents have long
attracted the attention of scientists due to its remarkable...

289 pages | 28 colour & 20 b/w illustrations, 28 tables | Springer Nature

Hardback #251850 Jan-2021 9783030616786 £119.99

The Handbook of Acoustic Bat Detection
Volker Runkel(Author), Guido Gerding(Author), Ulrich Marckmann(Author), Iain
Macmillan(Translated by)
No other method of bat detection is as popular and widespread in the context of environmental
assessment and voluntary work as acoustic detection; its increasing use has driven the
development of a large number of sophisticated devices and analytical...

260 pages | 95 colour photos and colour illustrations | Pelagic Publishing

Paperback #251861 Jan-2021 9781784272203 £39.99

Reproductive Biology and Phylogeny of Lizards and Tuatara
Justin L Rheubert(Editor), Dustin S Siegel(Editor), Stanley E Trauth(Editor), Barrie GM
Jamieson(Preface By)
Reproductive Biology and Phylogeny of Lizards and Tuatara is a remarkable compendium of
chapters written by the world's leading experts from over four continents. The book begins with
a chapter recounting historical discoveries in reproductive...

748 pages | 50 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour illustrations;
b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | CRC Press

Paperback #251875 Dec-2020 9780367738594 £42.99
Hardback #212157 2014 9781466579866 £180.00

Los Anfibios y Reptiles Extinguidos: Herpetofauna Desaparecida Desde el Año 1500
[Extinct Amphibians and Reptiles: Herpetofauna that has Disappeared Since 1500]
Pedro Galán Regalado(Author)
This book describes for the first time all species of amphibians and reptiles that have gone
extinct since the beginning of the Modern Age. A large majority of disappearances have
occurred since the early twentieth century, coinciding with the...

550 pages | 35 b/w illustrations | Universidade da Coruña

Paperback #251595 2020 9788497497626 £52.99
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Marine & Freshwater Biology

Behavior of Lizards
Evolutionary and Mechanistic Perspectives
Vincent L Bels(Editor), Anthony P Russell(Editor)
Lizards serve as focal organisms for many of biological questions related to evolution, ecology,
physiology, and morphology. They are studied at multiple spatial and temporal scales, from the
individual to the community level. Behavior of Lizards,...

410 pages | 47 colour photos and illustration, 23 b/w illustrations, tables |
Productivity Press

Paperback #251890 2020 9780367655853 £68.99
Hardback #246003 2019 9781498782722 £170.00

Biogeographic Patterns of South American Anurans
Tiago S Vasconcelos(Author), Fernando R da Silva(Author), Tiago G dos Santos(Author), Vitor
HM Prado(Author), Diogo B Provete(Author), Denise de C Rossa-Feres(Foreword By)
This book analyzes different facets of anuran amphibian distribution in South America. We
integrate alternative biological metrics employing cutting-edge methods to understand the
dynamic processes underlying species distribution patterns. By using...

149 pages | 13 colour & 3 b/w illustrations, 17 tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #251793 2020 9783030262983 £74.99
Hardback #248078 2019 9783030262952 £109.99

Skinks of India
Kaushik Deuti(Author), Sujoy Raha(Author), Probath Bag(Author), Sudipta Debnath(Author),
Achyuthan N Srikanthan(Author), Kailash Chandra(Author)
This book is the first comprehensive guide to the skinks of India. Comprising of approximately
60 currently recognised species in  some 16 genera, India has a large diversity of skinks living
in a multitude of landscapes. This book includes a...

383 pages | plates with colour photos; colour & b/w illustrations, colour
distribution maps | Zoological Survey of India

Paperback #251811 2020 9788181715517 £79.99

Conservation Genetics of New World Crocodilians
Rodrigo Barban Zucoloto(Editor), Patricia Susana Amavet(Editor), Luciano Martins
Verdade(Editor), Izeni Pires Farias(Editor)
This book aims to be a comprehensive review of the literature on the conservation genetics of
the New World crocodilians, from the biological and demographical aspects of the living
species to the application of molecular techniques for conservation...

227 pages | 25 colour & 10 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #251879 Jan-2021 9783030563820 £109.99

The Pond Book
A Guide to the Management and Creation of Ponds
P Williams(Editor), J Biggs(Author), M Whitfield(Author), A Thorne(Author), S Bryant(Author),
G Fox(Author), P Nicolet(Author)
Using the latest research the third edition shows why ponds are so valuable for people,
landscape and for wildlife, it takes a fresh look at a wide range of management issues and help
you decide on the best solutions for your pond.

111 pages | b/w illustrations, tables | The Ponds Conservation Trust

Paperback #191296 2010 9780953797110 £19.95
Paperback #251593 2020 9780953797110 £28.99

Swainston's Fishes of Australia
The Complete Illustrated Guide
Roger Swainston
Roger Swainston's breathtaking artwork provides a fascinating overview of the extraordinary
diversity of Australia's marine and freshwater fishes. Here, more than 1500 remarkable
illustrations portray every family of fishes ever recorded from...

832 pages | 1500+ colour illustrations | Penguin Books Australia

Paperback #251812 Dec-2020 9781761040542 £29.99

Coral Reefs: A Very Short Introduction
Charles RC Sheppard(Author)
Coral reefs are among the most beautiful, and most diverse, of ecosystems. Early seafarers
were wary of them, naturalists were confused by them, yet many coastal people benefited
greatly from these mysterious rocky structures that grew up to the...

144 pages | 20 b/w photos and illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #251169 Apr-2021 9780198869825 £8.99

Beach-Spawning Fishes
Reproduction in an Endangered Ecosystem
Karen LM Martin(Author)
Beach-spawning fishes from exotic locations on most continents of the world provide
spectacular examples of extreme adaptations during the most vulnerable life cycle stages. The
beauty, intriguing biology, and importance of these charismatic fishes...

203 pages | 4 plates with colour photos; 53 b/w photos and b/w
illustrations, tables | CRC Press

Paperback #251900 Mar-2021 9780367659059 £42.99
Hardback #212155 2014 9781482207972 £150.00

The Paraná River Basin
Managing Water Resources to Sustain Ecosystem Services
Chris D Metcalfe(Editor), Pablo Collins(Editor), Mirta L Menone(Editor), Jose Galizia
Tundisi(Editor)
This book provides insight into the hydrology, ecosystem services and management of water
resources in the Paraná River basin, including the importance of water to the socio-economic
development of the countries within the watershed.Running...

206 pages | 56 colour illustrations | Earthscan

Hardback #251635 2020 9780367277048 £120.00

Utsukushiki Hoshoku-Sha Same Zukan [Predatory Shark Pictorial Book]
Tanaka Akira(Editor)
Using high-quality colour photos, this book introduces beautiful sharks from all over the world.
It provides thorough explanations of unknown features of their predatory behaviour and
provides detailed illustrations of tooth patterns for each species...

160 pages | colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Jitsugyōnonihonsha

Paperback #251681 2016 9784408455884 £44.99

Umi No Mikuro Seibutsu Zukan: Chirimenmonsuta No Naka Ni Hirogaru Sekai
[Microbiological Encyclopedia of the Sea: The World Shown in Dried Fish Specimens]
Nishida Momoyo(Editor), Ida Hitoshi(Editor)
Many creatures live in the sea that cannot be seen from the outside. Not only fish, but also
squid, octopus, and crustaceans such as crabs and shrimp, from large to invisibly small. Some
of these creatures float in the sea with their small bodies for...

127 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Kasetsu-Sha

Paperback #251684 2020 9784773502992 £52.99

The Fish [Japanese]
Nagashima Sukenari(Author)
This pictorial book shows fresh specimens of 145 different fish species.Summary in...

96 pages | colour illustrations | Kawadeshoboshinsha

Paperback #251688 2020 9784309290799 £49.99
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Evolutionary Biology

Ecology

Pictorial Guide to the Fishes of Hokkaido [Japanese]
Kunio Amaoka(Author), Kazuhiro Nakaya(Author), Mamoru Yabe(Author)
This book describes 823 species and one hybrid of fish found around the Japanese island of
Hokkaido, including colour photographs and figures. This definitive work explains the
morphology and ecology in detail and rearranges the families according to...

591 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Hokkaidoshinbunsha

Paperback #251693 2020 9784894539723 £69.99

Transcendence
How Humans Evolved through Fire, Language, Beauty, and Time
Gaia Vince(Author)
Humans now live longer and better than ever before, and we are the most populous big animal
on earth. Meanwhile, our closest living relatives, the now-endangered chimpanzees, continue
to live as they have for millions of years. We are not like the...

288 pages | Allen Lane

Paperback #251648 Nov-2020 9780141984209 £9.99
Hardback #248398 2019 9780241281116 £19.99

Animal Anomalies
What Abnormal Anatomies Reveal about Normal Development
Lewis I Held, Jr.(Author)
Among the offspring of humans and other animals are occasional individuals that are
malformed in whole or in part. The most grossly abnormal of these have been referred to from
ancient times as monsters, because their birth was thought to foretell...

300 pages | illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #251474 Mar-2021 9781108819749 £29.99
Hardback #251475 Mar-2021 9781108834704 £79.99

The Evolution of Complexity
Simple Simulations of Major Innovations
Larry Bull(Author)
The Evolution of Complexity gathers together much of the author's work – both old and new –
to explore a number of the key increases in complexity seen in the natural world, seeking to
explain each of them purely in terms of the...

88 pages | 1 colour & 64 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #251608 2020 9783030407292 £109.99

The Evolutionary Road to Human Memory
Elisabeth A Murray(Author), Steven P Wise(Author), Mary KL Baldwin(Author), Kim S
Graham(Author)
We tend to think about memory in terms of the human experience, neglecting the fact that we
can trace a direct line of descent from the earliest vertebrates to modern humans. But the
evolutionary history that we share with other vertebrates has left...

224 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #251666 2019 9780198828051 £19.99

Sperm Wars
Infidelity, Sexual Conflict, and Other Bedroom Battles
Robin Baker(Author)
This classic work on the rules of sex – originally published in 1997 updated for a new
generation with a new preface and afterword by the author – is still as provocative as the day it
was published, providing simple explanations for any...

528 pages | Basic Books

Paperback #251745 2020 9781541675421 £14.99

Exercised
The Science of Physical Activity, Rest and Health
Daniel Lieberman(Author)
The myth-busting science behind our modern attitudes to exercise: what our bodies really
need, why it matters, and its effects on health and wellbeing.In industrialized nations, our
sedentary lifestyles have contributed to skyrocketing rates of...

464 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #251746 2020 9780241309278 £24.99

Adaptation and the Brain
Susan D Healy(Author)
Why does brain size vary so widely among vertebrate animal species? What role has natural
selection played in shaping the structure and function of the vertebrate brain? This accessible
book unravels the myriad adaptive explanations that have built...

176 pages | 19 colour illustrations, 5 tables | Oxford University Press

Paperback #251857 Mar-2021 9780199546763 £34.99
Hardback #251858 Mar-2021 9780199546756 £69.99

Keys to Soil Taxonomy
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)(Author), Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS)(Author), Soil Survey Staff(Author)
Keys to Soil Taxonomy serves two purposes. It provides the taxonomic keys necessary for the
classification of soils in a form that can be used easily in the field. It also acquaints users of the
taxonomic system with recent changes in the system. The...

346 pages | b/w illustrations | United States Department of Agriculture

Paperback #251661 2010 9781782662112 £28.99
Hardback #251660 2010 9781782662105 £44.99

Vegetation and Biogeography of the Sand Seas of Saudi Arabia
David P Watts(Author), Abdulatif H Al-Nafie(Author)
Analyses, quantitatively and qualitatively, the patterns, nature, and communities of the
vegetation of the sand seas, using new technologies. Covers topics such as the natural
environment of the sand seas, vegetative palaeohistory, and the importance...

173 pages | 17 plates with b/w photos; b/w illustrations, tables | Kegan
Paul International

Paperback #251606 2015 9781138870000 £42.99
Hardback #94423 2000 9780710306197 £230.00

Biogeography and Evolution in New Zealand
Michael Heads(Author)
Biogeography is the study of the distribution of species and ecosystems in geographic space
and through geological time. It is an integrative field of inquiry that unites concepts and
information from ecology, evolutionary biology, and other...

635 pages | 162 b/w illustrations, 1 table | Productivity Press

Paperback #251899 Mar-2021 9780367658380 £42.99
Hardback #230594 2016 9781498751872 £150.00
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Earth System Sciences

Neotropical Biogeography
Regionalization and Evolution
Juan J Morrone(Author)
Neotropical Biogeography: Regionalization and Evolution presents the most comprehensive
single-source treatment of the Neotropical region derived from evolutionary biogeographic
studies. The book provides a biogeographic regionalization based on...

282 pages | 1 colour & 122 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #251893 Mar-2021 9780367658052 £42.99
Hardback #236124 2017 9781138032484 £150.00

Field Measurement Methods in Soil Science
Stefan Wessel-Bothe(Author), Lutz Weihermüller(Author)
Soils are progressively recognized as the critical environmental compartment they are. More
and more practitioners and scientists address soil issues and work with soils in the context of
their specific field of interest and profession.The rising...

210 pages | 76 figures, 18 tables | Gebrüder Borntraeger Verlag

Hardback #251715 2020 9783443011093 £74.99

Soil Health
Bhoopander Giri(Editor), Ajit Varma(Editor)
This book gathers the latest insights into soil health and its sustainability, providing an up-to-
date overview of the various aspects of soil quality and fertility management, e.g., plant-
microbe interactions to maintain soil health; and the use of...

401 pages | 42 colour & 11 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #251804 2020 9783030443634 £139.99

Arctic Ecology
David N Thomas(Editor)
The Arctic is often portrayed as being isolated, but the reality is that the connectivity with the
rest of the planet is huge, be it through weather patterns, global ocean circulation, and large-
scale migration patterns to name but a few. There is a...

350 pages | illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #251815 Dec-2020 9781118846544 £44.99

Evolutionary Biogeography of the Andean Region
Juan J Morrone(Author)
This book presents a regionalization of the Andean region, based on an evolutionary
biogeographic approach. Aimed at anyone wishing to understand biogeographic patterns of
distribution of Andean plants and animals, Evolutionary Biogeography of the...

250 pages | 19 colour & 87 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #251895 Mar-2021 9780367657161 £42.99
Hardback #251896 2018 9781138598720 £160.00

Roadside Geology of Montana
Donald W Hyndman(Author), Robert C Thomas(Author), Chelsea M Feeney(Illustrator)
The Roadside Geology series originated in 1972 with Roadside Geology of the Northern
Rockies. Fourteen years later, the Big Sky portion of that book was updated to become
Roadside Geology of Montana, a bright-yellow field guide that soon graced...

480 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Mountain
Press Publishing Company

Paperback #251714 2020 9780878426966 £29.99

Waters of the World
The Story of the Scientists Who Unravelled the Mysteries of Our Seas, Glaciers, and
Atmosphere – and Made the Planet Whole
Sarah Dry(Author)
From the glaciers of the Alps to the towering cumulonimbus clouds of the Caribbean and the
unexpectedly chaotic flows of the North Atlantic, Waters of the World is a tour through 150
years of the history of a significant but underappreciated idea:...

336 pages | Scribe Publications

Paperback #251266 Apr-2021 9781913348274 £10.99
Hardback #247894 2019 9781911617334 £19.99

Oceans for Dummies
From how most of our oxygen is created by phytoplankton, to how currents control our climate,
to the marine food chain and the importance of coral, this accessible book on ocean science is
easy for everyone to digest. It features fun facts about some...

384 pages | b/w illustrations | John Wiley & Sons

Paperback #251534 Apr-2021 9781119654438 £19.99

The Contribution of Mineralogy to Cultural Heritage
Gilberto Artioli(Editor), Roberta Oberti(Editor)
The chapters contributed to the volume recognize the important and diverse contributions of
mineralogy to the valorization, characterization, interpretation and conservation of cultural
heritage. The book focuses on examples of materials and...

448 pages | illustrations | Mineralogical Society of Great Britain & Ireland

Paperback #251656 2019 9780903056618 £97.99

Deep Time Reckoning
How Future Thinking Can Help Earth Now
Vincent Ialenti(Author), Marcia Bjornerud(Foreword By)
A guide to long-term thinking: how to envision the far future of Earth.We live on a planet
careening toward environmental collapse that will be largely brought about by our own actions.
And yet we struggle to grasp the scale of the crisis, barely...

208 pages | MIT Press

Paperback #251699 2020 9780262539265 £21.99

Murray-Darling Basin, Australia, Volume 1
Its Future Management
Barry T Hart(Editor), Nick R Bond(Editor), Neil Byron(Editor), Carmel A Pollino(Editor), Michael
J Stewardson(Editor)
Murray-Darling Basin, Australia, Volume 1 clearly links the catchment with the estuary,
including such topics as the recent major water reforms in the Murray-Darling Basin (MDB); the
MDB system (hydrology, water-related ecological assets, land use...

460 pages | 50 colour & 100 b/w illustrations | Elsevier

Paperback #251708 2020 9780128181522 £115.00

Capitalism and the Sea
The Maritime Factor in the Making of the Modern World
Liam Campling(Author), Alejandro Colás(Author)
The global ocean has through the centuries served as a trade route, strategic space, fish bank
and supply chain for the modern capitalist economy. While sea beds are drilled for their fossil
fuels and minerals, and coastlines developed for real...

432 pages | Verso Books

Hardback #251735 Jan-2021 9781784785239 £16.99
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Environmental & Social Studies

Introducing Large Rivers
Avijit Gupta(Author), Olav Slaymaker(Contributor), Wolfgang J Junk(Contributor)
An accessible introduction to large rivers, including coverage of the geomorphology, hydrology,
ecology, and environments of large river systemsThis indispensible book takes a structured
and global approach to the subject of large rivers, covering...

304 pages | illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #251743 2020 9781118451403 £34.95

The Gulf of Mexico Sedimentary Basin
Depositional Evolution and Petroleum Applications
John W Snedden(Author), William E Galloway(Author)
The Gulf of Mexico Basin is one of the most prolific hydrocarbon-producing basins in the world,
with an estimated endowment of 200 billion barrels of oil equivalent. The Gulf of Mexico
Sedimentary Basin provides a comprehensive overview of the basin,...

326 pages | 376 colour illustrations, 108 colour & b/w maps | Cambridge
University Press

Hardback #251827 2019 9781108419024 £74.99

Coal Geology
Alex Rodrigo(Author)
Coal is an organic sedimentary rock that forms from the accumulation and preservation of plant
materials, usually in a swamp environment. Coal is a combustible rock and along with oil and
natural gas it is one of the three most important fossil...

328 pages | b/w illustrations | Oxford Book Company

Hardback #251831 2017 9789350303467 £99.99

Quantitative Geochemistry
Haibo Zou(Author)
Modern geochemistry possesses not only the vigor of geology and chemistry but also the rigor
of mathematics. Quantitative Geochemistry presents quantitative treatments of a wide range of
fundamental problems related to geochemistry and geology. It...

304 pages | Imperial College Press

Hardback #251871 2007 9781860946462 £70.99

Vanishing Borders
Protecting the Planet in the Age of Globalization
Hilary French(Author)
Reprint of a book originally published in 2000.The world is shrinking faster than ever. Goods,
money, microbes, pollution, people and ideas are crossing boundaries ever more frequently.
The implications for our future and for the health of the planet...

257 pages | illustrations | Earthscan

Paperback #251752 2019 9780415851947 £29.99
Hardback #105523 2000 9781853836930 £120.00

Climate Change: A Very Short Introduction
Mark A Maslin(Author)
In the last few years global awareness of climate change has grown very rapidly – through the
school strikes led by Greta Thunberg, groups like Extinction Rebellion, the IPCC's recent high
impact reports, tv documentaries, and declarations...

160 pages | 42 b/w illustrations, 5 tables | Oxford University Press

Paperback #251155 Apr-2021 9780198867869 £8.99

Choked
The Age of Air Pollution and the Fight for a Cleaner Future
Beth Gardiner(Author)
Every year, air pollution prematurely kills seven million people around the world, in rich
countries and poor ones. It is strongly linked to strokes, heart attacks, many kinds of cancer,
premature birth and dementia, among other ailments.In Choked,...

304 pages | Granta

Paperback #251622 2020 9781846276477 £9.99
Paperback #246801 2019 9781846276453 £14.99

Our House is on Fire
Scenes of a Family and a Planet in Crisis
Malena Ernman(Author), Beata Ernman(Author), Svante Thunberg(Author), Greta
Thunberg(Author)
This is the story of a family led to confront a crisis they had never foreseen. Of a happy life with
two young daughters which suddenly falters, never to be the same again. Aged eleven, the
eldest stops eating and speaking, and her younger sister...

279 pages | no illustrations | Penguin Books

Paperback #251836 Mar-2021 9780141992884 £9.99
Hardback #248710 2020 9780241446737 £16.99

The Future We Choose
Surviving the Climate Crisis
Christiana Figueres(Author), Tom Rivett-Carnac(Author)
We can survive the climate crisis. This book shows us how.We have two choices for our future,
which is still unwritten. It will be shaped by who we choose to be right now. So, how can we
change the story of the world?The Future We Choose is a...

225 pages | no illustrations | Manilla Press (Bonnier Books imprint)

Paperback #251840 Apr-2021 9781786580375 £9.99
Hardback #249918 2020 9781838770822 £12.99

Cranky Uncle vs. Climate Change
How to Understand and Respond to Climate Science Deniers
John Cook(Author)
Cranky Uncle vs. Climate Change combines humour, cartoons, and science to make sense of
the public controversy about climate change. We all have a family member who thinks they
know better than the world's climate scientists. Cranky Uncle delves...

160 pages | colour illustrations | Citadel Press

Paperback #251609 2020 9780806540276 £14.99

Perilous Bounty
The Looming Collapse of American Farming and How We Can Prevent It
Tom Philpott(Author)
An unsettling journey into the disaster-bound American food system, and an exploration of
possible solutions, from leading food politics commentator and former farmer Tom
Philpott.More than a decade after Michael Pollan's game-changing The...

256 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #251659 Dec-2020 9781635573138 £18.99

The Fragile Earth
Writing from the New Yorker on Climate Change
David Remnick(Editor), Henry Finder(Editor), Elizabeth Kolbert(Afterword by)
A classic collection of the New Yorker's most urgent and groundbreaking reporting from the
front lines of the climate emergency.In 1989, just one year after climatologist James Hansen
first came before a Senate committee and testified that the...

560 pages | HarperCollins

Hardback #251671 Mar-2021 9780008446611 £19.99
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History & Other Humanities

The Case for Degrowth
Giorgios Kallis(Author), Susan Paulson(Author), Giacomo D'Alisa(Author), Federico
Demaria(Author)
The relentless pursuit of economic growth is the defining characteristic of contemporary
societies. Yet it benefits few and demands monstrous social and ecological sacrifice. Is there a
viable alternative? How can we halt the endless quest to grow...

140 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #251711 2020 9781509535637 £9.99
Hardback #251712 2020 9781509535620 £34.99

Hope Matters
Why Changing the Way We Think Is Critical to Solving the Environmental Crisis
Elin Kelsey(Author)
We are at an inflection point: today, more people than ever before recognize that climate
change and biodiversity loss are urgent and existential threats. Yet constant reports of climate
doom are fueling an epidemic of eco-anxiety, leaving many of us...

240 pages | Greystone Books

Paperback #251761 Nov-2020 9781771647779 £14.99

Watermelon Snow
Science, Art, and a Lone Polar Bear
Lynne Quarmby(Author)
Concern about the climate crisis is widespread as humans struggle to navigate life in uncertain
times. From the vantage of a schooner full of artists on an adventure in the high Arctic, biologist
Lynne Quarmby explains the science that convinced her...

184 pages | 18 photos, 2 maps | McGill-Queens University Press

Hardback #251765 Oct-2020 9780228003595 £19.95

The Climate is Changing, Why Aren't We?
A Practical Guide to How You Can Make a Difference
Daisy Kendrick(Author)
The severity of climate change leaves no one indifferent. The Climate is Changing, Why Aren't
We? will not try to convince you that climate change exists – we know that. It offers easy to
understand insights into the structures that...

288 pages | Piatkus Books

Hardback #251775 2020 9780349423920 £13.99

Under a White Sky
The Nature of the Future
Elizabeth Kolbert(Author)
The author of the international bestseller The Sixth Extinction returns to humanity's
transformative impact on the environment, now asking: After doing so much damage, can we
change nature, this time to save it?Elizabeth Kolbert has become one of...

288 pages | Bodley Head

Hardback #251839 Apr-2021 9781847925442 £19.99

Why Rebel
Jay Griffiths(Author)
Why rebel?Because our footprint on the Earth has never mattered more than now. How we
treat it, in the spirit of gift or of theft, has never been more important. Because we need a
politics of kindness, but instead libertarian fascism is on the rise....

176 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #251841 Apr-2021 9780241992722 £7.99

Rivers of Power
How a Natural Force Raised Kingdoms, Destroyed Civilizations, and Shapes Our World
Laurence C Smith(Author)
Rivers, more than any road, technology, or political leader, have shaped the course of
civilization. They have opened frontiers, founded cities, settled borders, and fed billions. They
promote life, forge peace, grant power, and capriciously destroy...

364 pages | 8 plates with colour photos and colour illustrations; b/w
photos, b/w maps, tables | Penguin Books

Paperback #251819 Apr-2021 9780141987231 £10.99
Hardback #248157 2020 9780241333860 £19.99

Natural
The Seductive Myth of Nature's Goodness
Alan Levinovitz(Author)
Without our realising it, a single, slippery concept has become a secular deity throughout the
modern world. We make terrible sacrices in its name: of our money, our health and our planet.
That deity is nature itself.From supermarket shoppers to...

252 pages | no illustrations | Profile Books

Paperback #251441 Apr-2021 9781788161992 £9.99
Hardback #248578 2020 9781788161985 £19.99

Grand Transitions
How the Modern World Was Made
Vaclav Smil(Author)
What makes the modern world work? The answer to this deceptively simple question lies in
four "grand transitions" of civilization – in populations, agriculture, energy, and economics –
which have transformed the way we...

368 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #251500 Apr-2021 9780190060664 £22.99

Against Sustainability
Reading Nineteenth-Century America in the Age of Climate Crisis
Michelle C Neely(Author)
Against Sustainability responds to the twenty-first-century environmental crisis by unearthing
the nineteenth-century U.S. literary, cultural, and scientific contexts that gave rise to
sustainability, recycling, and preservation. Through novel...

224 pages | Fordham University Press

Paperback #251668 2020 9780823288205 £22.99
Hardback #251667 2020 9780823288229 £83.99

The Buddha's Footprint
An Environmental History of Asia
Johan Elverskog(Author)
A corrective to the contemporary idea that Buddhism has always been an environmentally
friendly religionIn the current popular imagination, Buddhism is often understood to be a
religion intrinsically concerned with the environment. The Dharma, the...

192 pages | 32 illustrations | University of Pennsylvania Press

Hardback #251672 2020 9780812251838 £44.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Inscriptions of Nature
Geology and the Naturalization of Antiquity
Pratik Chakrabarti(Author)
In the nineteenth century, teams of men began digging the earth like never before. Sometimes
this digging – often for sewage, transport, or minerals – revealed human remains. Other times,
archaeological excavation of ancient cities...

280 pages | 18 b/w photos | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #251709 Dec-2020 9781421438740 £40.50

Mega Mammals in Ancient India
Rhinos, Tigers, and Elephants
Shibani Bose(Author)
Mega Mammals in Ancient India ventures to look into eras bygone in order to chronicle the
passage of three mega species – the rhinoceros, tiger, and elephant across millennia in early
north India. It carefully sifts through an archive...

382 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #251716 2020 9780190120412 £44.99

Fir and Empire
The Transformation of Forests in Early Modern China
Ian M Miller(Author), Paul S Sutter(Foreword By)
The disappearance of China’s naturally occurring forests is one of the most significant
environmental shifts in the country’s history, one often blamed on imperial demand for lumber.
China’s early modern forest history is typically...

296 pages | 9 b/w illustrations, 4 b/w maps, 5 tables | University of
Washington Press

Hardback #251748 2020 9780295747330 £31.99

Sand Talk
How Indigenous Thinking Can Save the World
Tyson Yunkaporta(Author)
A paradigm-shifting book that brings a crucial Indigenous perspective to historical and cultural
issues of history, education, money, power, and sustainability – and offers a new template for
living.As an indigenous person, Tyson Yunkaporta...

224 pages | 22 b/w illustrations | Text Publishing Company

Paperback #251770 2020 9781925773996 £12.99
Hardback #251769 2020 9780062975645 £28.99

Waiting for the End of the World?
New Perspectives on Natural Disasters in Medieval Europe
Christopher M Gerrard(Editor), Paolo Forlin(Editor), Peter J Brown(Editor)
Waiting for the End of the World? addresses the archaeological, architectural, historical and
geological evidence for natural disasters in the Middle Ages between the 11th and 16th
centuries. This volume adopts a fresh interdisciplinary approach to...

450 pages | 11 colour & 120 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Hardback #251806 2020 9780367902636 £120.00

Biochemistry
Jeremy M Berg(Author), John L Tymoczko(Author), Gregory J Gatto, Jr.(Author), Lubert
Stryer(Author)
For four decades, this extraordinary textbook played a pivotal role in the way biochemistry is
taught, offering exceptionally clear writing, and innovative graphics, coverage of the latest
research techniques and advances, and a signature emphasis on...

1208 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations, colour tables |
W.H. Freeman & Co. Ltd

Hardback #251883 2019 9781319114657 £66.99

Physiology of Domestic Animals
Øystein V Sjaastad(Author), Olav Sand(Author), Knut Hove(Author)
Physiology of Domestic Animals is primarily targeted towards students of veterinary-, animal-
and agricultural sciences, but it is also well suited for university courses in general and
mammalian physiology. The textbook emphasizes functional aspects...

924 pages | ~650 colour illustrations | Scandinavian Veterinary Press

Flexibound #251774 2016 9788291743417 £170.00

Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles (2-Volume Set)
Color Atlas and Text
Elliott R Jacobson(Editor), Michael M Garner(Editor)
This two-volume set represents a second edition of the original Infectious Diseases and
Pathology of Reptiles alongside a new book that covers noninfectious diseases of reptiles.
Together, these meet the need for an entirely comprehensive,...

1564 pages | 2352 colour & 238 b/w illustrations | Productivity Press

Hardback #251801 2020 9781498774178 £290.00

Animal Locomotion
Physical Principles and Adaptations
Malcolm S Gordon(Author), Reinhard Blickhan(Author), John O Dabiri(Author), John J
Videler(Author)
Animal Locomotion: Physical Principles and Adaptations is a professional-level, state of the art
review and reference summarizing the current understanding of macroscopic metazoan animal
movement. The comparative biophysics, biomechanics and...

267 pages | 130 illustrations, 2 tables | CRC Press

Paperback #251901 Mar-2021 9780367657956 £42.99
Hardback #241339 2017 9781138035768 £99.99

How to Study Animal Minds
Kristin Andrews(Author)
Comparative psychology, the multidisciplinary study of animal behavior and psychology,
confronts the challenge of how to study animals we find cute and easy to anthropomorphize,
and animals we find odd and easy to objectify, without letting these...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #251644 2020 9781108727464 £14.99

Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles, Volume 1
Infectious Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles: Color Atlas and Text
Elliott R Jacobson(Editor), Michael M Garner(Editor)
Infectious Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles, second edition, provides definitive information
on every aspect of the anatomy, pathophysiology, and differential diagnosis of infectious
diseases affecting reptiles. It features stunning high-quality...

1030 pages | 1502 colour & 204 b/w illustrations | Productivity Press

Hardback #251802 2020 9781498771481 £180.00
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Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles, Volume 2
Noninfectious Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles: Color Atlas and Text
Michael M Garner(Editor), Elliott R Jacobson(Editor)
This book accompanies Infectious Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles, second edition, to
cover noninfectious diseases of reptiles, meeting the need for a similar, authoritative single-
source reference. The volume features color photos of normal...

534 pages | 850 colour & 34 b/w illustrations | Productivity Press

Hardback #251803 2020 9781498771580 £140.00

Population Genetics with R
An Introduction for Life Scientists
Áki Jarl Láruson(Author), Floyd Allan Reed(Author)
Population genetics is an inherently quantitative discipline, yet often focuses upon abstract
concepts which can be difficult to conceptualize and appropriately visualize at first glance.
Population Genetics with R focuses on applying the hugely...

288 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #251854 Feb-2021 9780198829546 £34.99
Hardback #251855 Feb-2021 9780198829539 £69.99

The Story of the Dinosaurs
Ben Garrod(Editor)
What were the earliest dinosaurs like? How did they communicate? How do we know so much
about them and why did they disappear? Which were the fastest, the fiercest, or the longest
living?Based on the latest scientific research, The Story of the...

192 pages | colour illustrations | BBC Books

Paperback #250678 Apr-2021 9781785945281 £14.99

Ko Seibutsu no Saizu ga Jikkan Dekiru! Riaru Saizu ko Seibutsu Zukan Shinseidai-Hen
[Real Size Ancient Creatures: Cenozoic Edition]
Ken Tsuchiya(Author), Gunma Natural Museum(Editor)
This is the third book of ultra-realistic depictions of diverse prehistoric creatures large and
small set in modern-day scenes. In this Cenozoic edition, 90 species are selected from
amongst organisms living in the Paleogene, Neogene and Quaternary,...

200 pages | colour illustrations | Gijutsuhyōronsha

Hardback #251674 2020 9784297115142 £64.99

Kyoryu Ko Seibutsu Nanba 1 Zukan [Dinosaur and Palaeontology Picture Book No. 1]
Ken Tsuchiya(Author), Taichi Kato(Editor), Satoshi Kawasaki(Illustrator)
This Japanese palaeontology picture book features over 115 species, including
Tyrannosaurus, and Spinosaurus but also Anomalocaris.Summary in...

112 pages | colour illustrations | Bun Hibiki-Sha

Paperback #251678 2020 9784866512907 £34.99

Anomalocaris Palaeontology [Japanese]
Ken Tsuchiya(Author), Gengo Tanaka(Editor), Shunichi Kawasaki(Illustrator)
This book summarizes the latest research on Anomalocaris, one of the invertebrate superstars
of the Cambrian. As the name implies (Anomalo = strange, caris = shrimp), Anomalocaris was
initially reported as a member of the shrimp family, several...

296 pages | b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Bukkumansha

Paperback #251679 2020 9784893089281 £51.99

Dai Mukashi no ikimono [Creatures from a Long Time Ago]
Kōdansha(Editor), Gunma Natural Museum(Editor)
Explore the world of palaeontology with new discoveries! This pictorial book contains the latest
information on for example the behaviour of Anomalocaris. From the Precambrian through the
Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian, and the Quaternary period,...

224 pages | colour illustrations, includes DVD | Kodansha

Paperback #251680 2020 9784065189856 £47.50

Paleoclimatology (2-Volume Set)
Gilles Ramstein(Editor), Amaëlle Landais(Editor), Nathaelle Bouttes(Editor), Pierre
Sepulchre(Editor), Aline Govin(Editor)
This two-volume book provides a comprehensive, detailed understanding of palaeoclimatology
beginning by describing the "proxy data" from which quantitative climate parameters are
reconstructed and finally by developing a comprehensive Earth...

478 pages | 104 colour & 149 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #251729 Mar-2021 9783030249816 £179.99

The Third Hunt
Vladimir Soloukhin(Author), Olive Home(Translated by)
The Third Hunt, written by Vladimir Soloukhin (1924-1997), was published in Russian in
Moscow in 1968. Here, it is translated for the first time in English by Olive Home. It is still well
known today, and often referred to on Russian mushrooming...

240 pages | 1 b/w photo and 13 b/w illustrations | Olive Home (privately
published)

Paperback #251602 2019 9780368423284 £14.99

Polypores de France et d’Europe [Polypores of France and Europe]
Bernard Rivoire(Author), Marcel Gannaz(Contributor), Jean-Marie Pirlot(Contributor), Alix
David(Preface By)
In this book, all the polypores reported in Europe are studied, described and illustrated (with a
few rare exceptions) from personal work. This book is the result of 40 years of research,
collection and study of polypore fungi. This is an exceptional...

874 pages | colour photos | Fédération Mycologique et Botanique
Dauphiné-Savoie

Hardback #251695 2020 9782957104406 £250.00

Secretive Slime Moulds
Myxomycetes of Australia
Steven L Stephenson(Author)
Neither plants, nor animals, nor fungi, the myxomycetes are a surprisingly diverse and
fascinating group of organisms. They spend the majority of their life out of sight as single-
celled amoeboid individuals in leaf litter, soil or decaying wood,...

382 pages | colour photos | CSIRO

Hardback #251878 Jan-2021 9781486314133 £145.00

In Search of Mycotopia
Citizen Science, Fungi Fanatics, and the Untapped Potential of Mushrooms
Doug Bierend(Author)
An engaging and thrilling tour of the new frontiers in mycology – from ecology to fermentation
to medicine – introducing the reader to the fascinating characters involved in the fungal
Renaissance.Fungi are fundamental to life. As...

336 pages | Chelsea Green

Hardback #251902 Apr-2021 9781603589796 £19.99
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